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The beginning ofthe year is always a time for resolutions and goal setting, for the new year and
the,"new you." While some can argue it is a bit t'trivial" to set those new resolutions in place as

they quickly fall by the wayside, I say do them- it,is a good praotice. Not enough people choose
to set goalS in their lives, they dream of a beach, a better future, etc. ... but there'is a difference
between a dream and a soal.

' Goals, are set with intentions. Gcials are achieved by taking small steps to u."or.rplish a larger
task. If your goal is to "get physically fit" and you have been doing nothing in that category;
setting a goal of hitting the gym five timbs a week for an hour might be a goal, but perhaps
should not be the.first step. One or two good days in the gym 1nay leave you so sore you can't
go back for a day or trryo - and boom, your resolution is busted, it is easy to begin down the path
of becqming a failed attempt. I! waq nearly doomed from the start. Begin rryith spending two
hours the first few weeks, that can split between 2 days or 7, this is much more achievable. From
there build on three weeks success and go for 3 days a,week and a total of bt least 3 hours - agatn
another'achievable step, Even if you,stop here but maintain it for-the rest of the year, you are not
only healthier, but you have achieved what few manage to do, meet your goal. Maybe not your
final goal but you hit a couple minor goals or steps along the way and you maintained them,
whichis huge success you can feel good dbout and build on rather than chooss to "forget."

Most people spend more time planning vabations than their financial future. That dream of the
cabin in Colorado or the condo by the beach, will not happe4 by accident. Spend some time-
planning for ttnt as well, they don't give those places away just because you met your family
goal of an annual ski trip 10 years in a row, Now that we are in "tax season" those IRA and
ROTH IRA accounts find their way into discussions and news articles in,print and on TV. They
are a great way to start the discussion of financial planning and turning that dream into an
ongoing goal. We can help with that process, and more tips will come in following weeks.

Happy New Year,. welcome to 2018! Enjoy the attached market.update, andhave a' gredtweek to
start a great year.
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